
From: "Jay Olivieri" <j.guru@verizon.net>
Date: September 7, 2004 1:13:33 PM PDT
To: <Plejarens_are_real@yahoogroups.com>, <SKEPTICMAG@aol.com>, "'Kramer'"
<kramer@randi.org>, "'JREF'" <challenge@randi.org>, <derek@iigwest.com>, "'Dave
Thomas'" <nmsrdave@swcp.com>, "'Vaughn Rees'" <Vaughn@cfiwest.org>, "'James
Underdown'" <jim@cfiwest.org>
Subject: RE: Re: Class is now in session

Michael,

 

I am glad that you are progressing well with the
Case and that you have been invited to present
the case of the most important event in our world
at other radio talk shows.

 

Please take a break from it if you need to and go
and catch some sun.  We would not want you to
stress yourself too much over arrogant humans
who at this time are contributing to our world
DOOM by trying to banish our dear friend Billy
Meier……. Kramer??!!.. DAVE??!!. Stop starring
at the wall too much and listen!!!. LOL

 



The NEXUS Article is excellent and well written as
a short warning to the masses.  With your
permission Michael, I want to make a bunch of
copies of them and drop them off at the Columbia
University Campus here in New York City & also
the PRATT Institute in Brooklyn New York as well
if it is OK with you.

 

Salome & BE WELL

 

Jay

DAVE & KRAMER:

 

PS:   For KRAMER & DAVE, like Morpheus from
the Movie The MATRIX once said: “OPEN YOUR
MIND”

 



-----Original Message-----
From: Michael [mailto:michael@theyfly.com]
 Sent: Tuesday, September 07, 2004 3:05 PM
To: SKEPTICMAG@aol.com; Kramer; Plejarens_are_real@yahoogroups.com;
JREF; derek@iigwest.com; Dave Thomas; Vaughn Rees; James Underdown
Subject: Re: [Plejarens_are_real] Re: Class is now in session

 

That's why you've been sent to the back of the room,  Kramer, spending
too much time on the floor. Of course, this is another stunning
non-responsive squeak from the famed "professional skeptics".

You're not the only one laughing.

MH

> To hear MH speak of TRUTH makes me fall off  my chair in laughter.
>

> Jim,
>
> Thanks for so clearly and reasonably explaining those points. That
> Meier has long since tired of the amateur "debunkers" and their
> fearful and malicious efforts to prevent  their paradigms from
 > imploding is painfully obvious. Likewise,  that they continue to
> attempt to slander persons associated with  the case brands them
> forever as banal guttersnipes for whom  truth is a nasty inconvenience.
>
> As usual, no response, let alone rebuttal,  to the clear, factual
> expository and conclusion that Mr. James Randi is a scurrilous liar
> and fraud.
>
>  MH


